Abstract. Vojta's refinement of the Subspace Theorem says that given linearly independent linear forms Lx, ... , Ln in n variables with algebraic coefficients, there is a finite union U of proper subspaces of Q" , such that for any g > 0 the points x e Z"\{0} with (1) \Lx(x) ■ ■ ■ L"(x)\ < \x\~e lie in U, with finitely many exceptions which will depend on e . Put differently, if X(s) is the set of solutions of (1), if X(e) is its closure in the subspace topology (whose closed sets are finite unions of subspaces) and if X'(e) consists of components of dimension > 1 , then X'(e) C U . In the present paper it is shown that X'(e) is in fact constant when e lies outside a simply described finite set of rational numbers.
Introduction
In its simplest form, the Subspace Theorem [2, 3] says that if Lx, ... , Ln are linearly independent linear forms in aa variables with algebraic coefficients, then for any £ > 0, the integer points x_ ^ 0_ with ( 
1.1) \LxU)---Ln(x)\<\xj-°(
where \x\ is the maximum norm, say), lie in finitely many proper subspaces of Q" . In its simplest form, Vojta's refinement [5] says that there are proper subspaces Tx, ... , T, independent of e , such that the integer points with (1.1) lie in the union of Ti,... , Tt, with the exception of finitely many points which may depend on e . More generally, let Ac c K be algebraic number fields. Let M(k) denote the set of absolute values of k , normalized such that they extend the standard or a p-adic absolute value of Q, so that for tp £ k* we have the product formula \iv€M(k)\(P\v = 1 > where the dv are the local degrees of Ac over Q. Let S be a finite subset of M(k) containing all the archimedean absolute values, and suppose that for each v £ S, the absolute value | • |" of ac is extended in some way to an absolute value of K. Further suppose that for each v £ S, we are given linearly independent linear forms L\,... , Lv,, in n variables with coefficients in K. (v in raised position will always mean a superscript, not exponentiation.) For x £ ac"\0 put (1.2) XV(x) = \LV(x)\v/\xjv (v£S, la/£«(»)),
where \x\v is the maximum norm with respect to | • \v . Set here and in the sequel, v will range through S, and a over 1 ^ a ^ a(v). For x £ ac"\0, let Hk(x) be the multiplicative field height, as defined, e.g., in [4, §VIII.5] . A more general version of the Subspace Theorem due to Schlickewei [1] , which is easily seen to contain the assertion stated at the beginning, says that for any e > 0 the points x £ kn\0 with (1.4) o < f(x) < /4U)-"-£ lie in finitely many proper subspaces of k" . (We could have allowed f(x) = 0, since such points lie in finitely many proper subspaces, but in what follows it will be more convenient to neglect such points.) Again there is a refinement due to Vojta. It says that the solutions of (1.4) lie in the union of finitely many proper subspaces Tx, ... ,Tt of Ac" independent of e, and a finite number of 1-dimensional subspaces which may depend on e . The subspace topology of k"\g is the topology whose closed sets are the finite unions of sets T\Q, where T is a subspace. (It is a linear analogue of the Zariski topology.) Thus the closure of a single point x £ kn\0 is T\0, where T is the 1-dimensional subspace spanned by x. A subset of ac^O is dense if it has nonempty intersection with any nonempty open subset, and this means precisely that it is not contained in a finite union of proper subspaces. The Subspace Theorem says that the solutions of (1.4) do not lie dense. Put differently, if X(n+e) is the set of solutions of (1.4) and X(n+e) is its closure, then X(n + e)¿kn\g. The A?, f and Hk are invariant under replacing x by tpx when tp £ k*. Therefore (1.4) may be interpreted as a relation involving a point of projective space P"_1(ac) . There is an obvious subspace topology on P""1(ac) . Nevertheless, it will be more convenient to deal with ac"\0 rather than ¥"~l(k).
Every nonempty closed set X may be written as a finite union of subspaces: X = (J™ j T¡. (We ignore, for convenience, the fact that 0 should be removed.) This union is unique if we ask for T¡ <]LTq if / ^ q . The 7} are the components of X. Let X' be the union of components of dimension > 1. Vojta's Theorem says that (1.5) X'(n + s)cY, where Y is a closed proper subset of k" , independent of e. (Again, more precisely, we should take k"\Q.) In fact Vojta constructs Y to be independent of S, so that it depends on the set of linear forms U¡ , but it does not matter to which absolute values they belong. Again let S and linear forms L¡ be given (v £ S, 1 ^ a'^ a(v)). We suppose the forms V¡ to be nonzero and to have coefficients in K, but we now do not make any linear independence assumption. Let f(x) be as above, and X(p) the set of points x_ £ kn\g with (1.6) 0 < f(x)< Hk(x)-P.
Write 5 = card S and a = ^2a(v), a*=maxa(v).
V Let <K be the finite set of rational numbers p with 0 ^ p ^ na* and with denominator (1.7) S (nV~s)a.
Theorem 1. For p in any interval disjoint from 9t, the set X'(p) is constant. For p $. SH, the set X'(p) has at most (1.8) (ns)2al
components.
There is an e0 such that aa + e <£ ÍH for 0 < s < 2e0, so that X'(n + e) = X'(n + eo) for e in this range. Since X(n + e) can only decrease as e increases, (1.5) is true with Y = X'(n + en), which is ^ k" by the Subspace Theorem if L\ , ... , Lva{v, are linearly independent for v £ S. Thus the main assertion of Vojta follows.
For aa = 1, X'(p) = 0, and the theorem is trivial. For n = 2, X'(p) is 0 or Ac2 . Since it cannot increase with p, there is an r such that X'(p) = k2 for p < r, and X'(p) = 0 for p > r. By the theorem, 0 ^ r Ú 2a*. Theorem 1'. (i) When n = 2, r£l.
(ii) Suppose n = 3, each a(v) = 3, and Lvx, L\, L\ are linearly independent.
Then for e > 0, the set X'(3 + e) has at most 3 components when s = 1, 3s components if no form U¡ has a zero in k\Q_, and 9(2) components in general when s > 1. These bounds are best possible.
The question of dependency of X'(p) on S and on the fields k, K will be taken up in §8. What we do not seem to be able to do, in contrast to Vojta, is to construct Y by a finite process of taking conjugates, intersections and joins of the subspaces L¡ = 0.
The approximation polyhedron
We will assume from now on that n > 1. Let S be as above, and for v £ S let L\ , ... , Lva,v) be nonzero linear forms with coefficients in K, and let k\ , ... , Xva,v, be given by (1.2). Let £ be the set of points x £ kn with Hk(x) < e or with Lf(x) = 0 for some v , i. Thus £ is the union of a finite set of 1-dimensional subspaces, and at most a further proper subspaces of k" . For ^ £ ac"\£ put
Let q{x_) be the point in Ra with components av¡(x_) (v £ S, 1 ^ a^ a(v) ). A point a = {ay} £ W will be called an approximation point if for every open neighborhood O of a (where we use the standard topology of R" ), the points x £ /c"\£ with a(x) £ O are dense in kn . The approximation set A is the set of all approximation points. Lemma 1. The approximation set A is closed. // C c Ia is a compact set disjoint from A, then the points x with a(x) £ C are not dense.
Proof. Let ß_ be in the closure of A, and O any open neighborhood of ß. Then O contains a point a. £ A, and therefore points x with a(x) £ O are dense. Therefore ß £ A, and A is closed.
If C is as indicated and ß £ C, there is an open neighborhood O of ß such that the points x_ with a(x) £ O are not dense. But C may be covered by a finite number of such open sets Ox, ... , 0¡, and points x with q(x_) in the union of Ox, ... , 0¡ are not dense.
Lemma 1 remains true under quite general assumptions. For instance, L\ , ... , La,v, for v £ S may have coefficients in the completion Kv of K with respect to v . In the situation of the present paper, where our linear forms have coefficients in K, we will be able to prove much more.
We have Xv¡(x) ^ cx (a constant independent of x), therefore -dv log Ay (x) -c2 and
(We ignore points x_ e £, which are not dense.) Choose a = i(v) = i(v , x) in 1 ^ i(v) ^ a(v) for which (Ay(x))d" is minimal. By the Subspace Theorem, Ylv(À^v)(x_))d<' > Hk(x_)~"~c, except for a set which is not dense. Therefore (2.3) Y" I max avAx) | ^n + e, \\^i^a(v) -j except for a set which is not dense. We may conclude that ^ÇM" is contained in the compact set
and therefore A itself is compact. From (2.2), (2.3) we gather that \a(x)\ ^ C3 for x_ outside some proper closed subset of Ac", where | • | is the maximum norm on M.a. Lemma 1 remains true for every closed set C, for a(x) £ C is the same as g(x_) £ Co, where Co is the intersection of C and the cube By a convex polyhedron in W we will understand a nonempty compact set which is the intersection of a finite number of closed half-spaces, i.e., sets g(çi) = 0 where g is a linear form plus a constant. It is the convex hull of a finite number of vertices. By a polyhedron we will understand a finite union of convex polyhedra. Theorem 2. The approximation set A is a polyhedron contained in the set (2.4). It is a finite union of convex polyhedra whose vertices have rational coordinates, such that the components of each vertex a have a common denominator (2.5) q(g) ^ (AAv^r.
Ga'v^aa an open set O intersecting A, given e > 0 and H > H0 (where H0 may depend on all the data), there are n linearly independent points x_x, ... , Xj, in ac"\£ with (2.6) o,(xj)£0 and H < Hk(xj) < Hx+E (I = 1,... , n).
Theorem 2 '. When n = 2, the vertices of A are integer points.
I like to call the last assertion of Theorem 2 the constancy principle, since it asserts the existence of certain points of height about H, for all large values of H. The approximation set A will from now on be called the approximation polyhedron.
Corollary. Define r as the supremum of the numbers p with X(p) = k". Then r£ÍR. When n = 2, then r £ Z, 0 ^ r ^ 2a*. and let V(p) be its closure. Let r' be the largest number p such that V(p) meets A . We claim that (2.7) r = r'.
For x £ fc"\£, i.e., when f(x) > 0 and x_ lies outside the finitely many 1-dimensional subspaces where Hk(x) < e, the condition (1.6) means that
This says precisely that a_(x_) G V(p), and implies that g(x_) € V(p). When p > r', then V(p) does not meet A , and the set of x_ with o¿(x_) £ V(p) is not dense. When p < r', the open half-space V(p) does meet A, and therefore the points x_ £ fc"\£ with a(x) £ V(p) lie dense in kn . Thus (2.7) is true. It is clear that there is a vertex £ of A (a vertex of one of the convex polyhedra making up A ) with Ylv S, al -r ■ Since the coordinates of £ have a common denominator q(a) satisfying (2.5), and in view of (2.4), indeed r £ ÍH. When r = 2, the extra conclusion, r £ Z also follows. In particular Theorem 1' (i) follows.
The Corollary also follows from Theorems 1, 1'. However, we shall derive Theorems 1, 1' from Theorems 2, 2' using ideas which went into the Corollary.
Deduction of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2
Suppose T is a subspace of k" of positive dimension. Then we can again define a subspace topology on T (more precisely on r\0_). Lemma 2. Let X c £"\Q, and let T be a component of X. Then T = mi, where it does not matter whether on the right-hand side we take the closure with respect to the subspace topology on k" or on T. Proof. Initially let the bar denote closure with respect to the topology on ac" . Let Tx, ... , T¡ be the components of X, and let Tj -T¡ n X (j = 1, ... , / ). Then X ç M._, Tj ç X, and (J,_, Tj is closed, so that in fact it equals X. Now T'j ç Tj yields Tj = T¡, so that 7) = TpVX (j = I, ... , / ), and in particular T = T nX.
A subset of 7 is closed with respect to the topology of Ac" if and only if it is a finite union of subspaces, therefore if and only if it is closed with respect to the topology on T. Whence the last assertion of the lemma.
Let T be a subspace of ac" with dim T > 1 where none of the forms L\ vanish identically. We can look at the restrictions of our forms Ly to T and we can define A -A(T) and r = r(T) in terms of the subspace topology of T. The following remark should be made here. Given a basis 33 = {bx, ... , b,} of T, we may write x_ e T as x = yxbx + ■ ■ ■ + ytb,, and the restriction of LJ to T becomes a linear form in y_-(yx, ... , yt). We may set \x\v<s -\y\v = max(|j>i\v,... , \yt\v), and we may define a height Hk<s(xj accordingly. However, it is easily seen that \x_\v »«; |xJ,,«b , in fact \x\v -\x_\v<b for all but finitely many v £ M(k), so that Hk(x) »< Hk<%(x). Since (in view of dim T > 1 ) a dense set on T contains infinitely many nonproportional elements x, it now follows that in the definition of A(T) and r(T), it does not matter whether we use \x_\v , Hk(x_) or \x}v<s , Hk<B(x) for any given basis 03 of T.
We will now derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Let T be a component of X'(p). By Lemma 2, the solutions of (1.6) with x £ T are dense in T. This implies that r(T)^. p. Conversely, when (3.1) dimT>l and r(T) > p, then T c X'(p). By the Corollary, r(T) £<R. Therefore when p i 9Í, then X'(p) is the union of the subspaces T with (3.1). It is constant when p ranges through an interval disjoint from SH. We still have to derive the bound (1.8) on the number of components. Suppose p £ SR. Every x_ has )J¡ (x) < 1 and hence f(x) « 1, so that X(p) = k"\£ when p < 0. We may therefore suppose that p > 0.
We had seen that X'(p) is the union of the subspaces T with (3.1). Therefore the components of X'(p) are the subspaces with (3.1) which are maximal, i.e., they are not properly contained in another subspace with (3.1).
Let T be such a component. By multiplication with a suitable unit we get an integer point y ^ 0 having
where d = [ac : Q], Such a point will be called primitive, every x £ ac"\0 is proportional to a primitive point. Let Tx be a component of X'(p) of dimension tx , and let a. = g{Tx). We see from the constancy principle of Theorem 2 that when 0 < e < 1 and H > Ho, there are tx linearly independent points xeTx,x££ with hU) -g| < c and 77 < 77^) < 771+£.
In fact there are primitive points with this property. Let x be such a point. Then
where we set Av = 1 when v £ M^k), and Av = 0 otherwise. Moreover, when 77 is large,
Let Tx, T2 be components of X'(p) with ç±(Tx) -q,(T2) = a . For H > 770, there will be tx =dimr1 independent integer points in Tx\£, with (3.3), (3.4), and similarly there will be t2 = dim T2 such independent integer points in T2 . Thus if dim(Ti + T2) = t, there will be t linearly independent integer points xx, ... , Xj in T = Tx + T2 with (3.3), (3.4) . Consider points (3.5)
1. = uxx_x-\-\-utXj where ux, ... , ut lie in Z with 1 ^ u¡ ^ H£ ( j = 1, ... , t ). These points have
We claim that a positive proportion of the points (3.5) has
Suppose u2, ... , ut are given. Since x satisfies (3.3), we see that there is at most one value ux £ Z for which \g\v < \c^xHxld when v £ M^k). When v £ Mo(k) extends the /7-adic absolute value, and m is natural, there is at most one residue class of ux modulo pm where \g\v < p~mc^x . This proves the claim.
Let Z be the set of points g of type (3.5) with (3.8). For g£ Z,
where r = r(Tx) = r(T2) = £" £, < . Recall that r > p > 0. Now (3.6) yields
Hk(¿) < csHl+2ds, so that (3.9) gives
if e is sufficiently small and 77 sufficiently large. The set Z contains a positive proportion of the points (3.5), and therefore will not be contained in any given finite collection of proper subspaces of T if 77 is sufficiently large. Therefore points g with f(g) < Hk(g)~p are dense in T, so that r(T) ^ p, in fact r(T) > p since p £ £R. Since Tx, T2 were maximal with (3.1), we have Tx = T2 = T.
Remark. It might not be hard to prove A(TX + T2) D A(TX) n A(T2), which would imply the lemma. We will initially describe the modified approximation set under special hypotheses. In order to avoid confusion later on, we will introduce a different notation to deal with this special case. For k ç K, v £ M(k) and a given extension of | • |" from k to K, let kv be the completion of Ac in K with respect to | • |t,. Thus Ac" consists of elements of K which are limits of elements of k under | • |" . Then k ç kv ç K, and kv isa field with [K : kv] = Sv , the local degree of K over Ac .
Suppose now that for each v £ S we are given linearly independent linear forms Mx , ... , M^ in n variables with coefficients in kv. In analogy to (2.1) we put pvj(x) = \MJ(x)\v/\x\v . The analogues of avj(x) , g(x) , ßj(x) , ß(x) will be denoted by SJ(x) , q{x) , ßj(x) , ßfx) . Proof. In view of (4.7) we have for x e Ac" ,
Therefore for x_ £ k"\Wl with large height Hk(x) ,
Note that _ £ k"\m has each MJ(x) ¿ 0, therefore each V¡(x) ^ 0. But (4.9) is the same as Note that the only difference with B (as given by (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) ) is that the condition (4.11) is replaced by the stronger condition (5.5). Put differently, A' is the intersection of B with the subspace determined by (5.5).
Proof. We begin with the necessity. When a£ A', points x with It is easily seen that there is a |e5 with |y -/?| < e and yj < y£ for every v , g, j with 1 ^ ^ < 7'^ />(u). Choose a/ in 0 < n < e so small that (5.8) Tj <?3g-n when g < j. Given Lf , let / be least such that Lf e 2Jy ; then For such points, g < j yields ßvg(x) > ßj(x) + n/3 (because of (5.8)), so that \MJ(_)\V is of larger order of magnitude than \Mvg(x)\v , and by (5.9), \Lf(x)\v is of the order of magnitude of \MJq(x)\v , so that |log|Ly(x%-log|A/XU)||,<c2. The determinant of the coefficient vectors is < (ny/s)a by Hadamard's Theorem, so that the solutions of the system of equations are rational with denominator satisfying (2.5).
LOW DIMENSIONAL CASES
We will deduce Theorems 1' and 2'. We begin with a study of the approximation polyhedron when We further have (6.2), (6.3), i.e., We now turn to Theorem l'. Suppose (6.8) aa = 3, and for v £ S let L\,L\, L\ be linearly independent. We have to investigate X'(3 + e) when e > 0, i.e., X'(p) when p > 3 . Now X(p) is not dense by the Subspace Theorem; therefore the components of X'(p) will be 2-dimensional subspaces V C k3 . These spaces will have r(V) ^ p, therefore r(V) ^ 4, since r(V) £ Z by the Corollary to Theorem 2'.
Let Lfv be the restriction of Lf to V , and A(V) the approximation polyhedron for these restrictions. Note that by f(x) > 0 in (1.4), no Lfv = 0. There will be a vertex a of A(V) with (6.9) £¿ay = r(H^4.
V ;=l
In fact there will be an extreme vertex with this property. Since L\,L\, L\ are linearly independent, their restrictions Vxv, L2V, L\v cannot all be proportional, so that z(v) ^ 2. The vertex £'(«) therefore will have (6.9) only if z(u) = 2, so that £" = (2,2,0).
When dealing with A(V) rather than A'(V)
we have to allow permutations of the variables, so that we obtain possible extreme vertices <p_( ") ( a = l, 2, 3 ) with of = (2, 2,0) or (2,0, 2) or (0, 2, 2) and g" =gwhen v ¿ u.
The other possible extreme vertices with (6.9) are <p("qn) (I ^ i, h ^ 3), having g", gq among (l, l, 0), (l, 0, l), (0, l, l), and gv = g when v ¿u, q.
Altogether, there are ^ 3s + 9 ( 2 ) possible vertices. To each component V we associate such a vertex. The argument in §3 shows that we have at most 3s + 9 ( 2 ) components.
To obtain Theorem l ' we have to go a little further. If the forms Lf have no zeros in /c3\p_, then their restrictions to V do not have nontrivial zeros defined over ac either, so that S-= S (where S0V is So defined in terms of the restrictions of our forms to V). Then vertices #>(" qh) cannot occur, and the number of components is ^ 3s.
In general, suppose <p(ux) is a vertex of some A(V). Then u £ S0V . Also, zv(u) -2, so that Lf, Lf are proportional.
This implies that the 1-dimensional space R where L\ = L" = 0 is contained in V. Thus L"v vanishes on R, and R is not defined over ac since u £ Sq . Then V must be the only 2-dimensional subspace defined over k and containing R. Suppose f(" I ) is a vertex of some A(V'). Then also V D R, so that V = V . But we can associate <p(\) to A(V), hence do not need (p_{ux qh). More generally, if we need tp ( " ), then we do not need any (p_{ " qh ). We now can construct a set 6 of vertices of cardinality |6| ^9(2) such that every component V of X'(p) has a vertex a = q(F) with (6.9) in ^(K) n 6. The upper bounds of Theorem 1' follow.
We still have to show that these bounds are best possible. When Ac = Q, s = 1 , consider the forms Lx = x + ay + ßz, L2 = a~xx + y + yz,
where a, ß, y are real algebraic and such that none of Lx, L2, L3 has a zero in Q3\0, and the three forms are independent. This is certainly true for "general" a, ß, y. Let W be the subspace z = 0; then Lf, L^ are proportional but the subspace L^ = 0 is not defined over Q, since a $ Q. Therefore the approximation polyhedron of L™, L2 , Lf contains the point (2, 2, 0), so that r(W) = 4 and W is a component of X'(3 + e) for 0 < e < 1. Similar the subspaces U: x = 0 and K: y = 0 are components, so that we have 3 components. When s > 1, construct maps tv £ GL(Q, 3) such that the 3s spaces tv(U), rv(V), tv(W) with v £ S are distinct. Set Lf(x) = Lí((tv)~xx) where LX,L2, Lt, are as above. It is easily seen that our 3s subspaces are components of X'(3 + e) for 0 < e < 1. Note that our forms Lf have no zeros in Q3\g.
Next, again when s > 1, consider 3s rational points xj (v £ S, 1 _ i _ 3 ) such that any 3 of them are linearly independent. Let L\ , L2, L\ be nonzero linear forms which vanish respectively on the planes spanned by x2, X3 and X.3, xj , and x" , x2. These 3 forms are independent. Let V/jv for u ^ v be the plane spanned by x", xj . By our initial assumption on the xj , these 9(2) planes are distinct. We will show that they have r( Vfjv ) = 4, so that they are components of J'(3 + e) for 0 < e < 1. It suffices to deal with Vxx . Both L", L" vanish on x" , so that their restrictions to V = Vxx are proportional, and zv(u) = 2. Similarly zv(v) = 2, and (p_(ux\ ) with gu = gv = (1, 1, 0) is a vertex of A(V), so that indeed r(V) -4.
We note that Theorem 1' can be proved more directly; all the essential ingredients are in Vojta [5, §2].
"General systems," and other examples
We will always assume that the forms Lf have coefficients in kv . Suppose at first that a(v) = n and Lvx , ... , Lvn are linearly independent for each v £ S. Then QXy ( 1 _ i _ n) is spanned by Lf , ... , Lf , we may set Af" = Ly , and Xy = 3jy . It easily follows that B = B = A'.
We will call Lf, ... , Lf, general if for any a in 1 ^ / ^ n and any idimensional subspace T defined over k, the intersection of T with the subspace Lf = ■■■ -Lf = 0 is {0}. This notion depends on the ordering of Lf, ... , Lf,. It means that when Nf+X, ... , N% are any n -i linearly independent linear forms with coefficients in k , then Lf , ... , Lf , Nf+X, ... , N% are linearly independent. In the notation of §4, we have for every Ac-rational subspace T that g(v) = dim(XnX^) = dimX = codimT = c, and jx(v) = AA-c+1, j2(v) = aî-c+2, ... , jc(v) -n , so that QP(T) = {aa-c+1 , ... , n}. When T = {0} , then (4.5) as always becomes (4.6). When codim T = c < n , then (4.5) becomes Again we have r = n . Return to the situation where a(v) = n for v £ S. We call our system supergeneral, if for every Ac-rational subspace T of dimension t ^ 2, the restrictions of the forms Lf to T form a very general system (with f, aa in place of n, m). For example, if for given v and t, Lf = yiXxx -\-h y,"x" is such that the quantities Yhji ■ ■ ■ YUj, with 1 _ i'i < 12 < • • • < if = « and 1 Ú jx, ... , jt ú n are linearly independent over Ac, then our system is supergeneral. For such a system, r(T) = t = dim T for every subspace T as above. Thus no such subspace can be a component of X(n + e) when e > 0, and X'(n + e) = 0 . Therefore:
For a supergeneral system, the solutions to (1.4) lie in finitely many 1-dimensional subspaces of Ac" . 7aî particular, if the forms in (1.1) are supergeneral, then (1.1) has only finitely many solutions x e Z"\0.
It is easily seen that the above assertion is true also when the forms Lf do not have coefficients in kv .
We give a final example. Let k = Q and s = 1, so that S consists of the archimedean absolute value. Suppose Lx, ... , Ln-\, Ln+X is a very general system of forms with real coefficients, and L" = Lx -\-h L"_i. The point ax = • • • = a" = n/(n -1), an+x = 0, is a vertex of (7.6). Here ax H-h a"+x = n2/(n -1). It is now easily seen that r -n2/(n -1).
The dependency on S and on k
This section may be omitted at first reading. We assumed that the coefficients of our linear forms were in a number field K and that | • |" for v £ M (ac) was extended in some way to K. We may replace K by an algebraic number field containing it, in fact by the field Qa of algebraic numbers. Therefore the field K is irrelevant. For the rest of this section, | • |vex for v £ M(k) will be a fixed extension of | • |" to Qa . Now f(x) is defined in terms of | • |vex.
We next wish to partially eliminate the dependency on 5 and Ac. Let E be a finite Galois extension of Q containing k and the coefficients of the Lf . Therefore it is permissible to define
for x £ (Qfl)"\0, where E is any Galois extension as above, which contains the coordinates of x . The relation fatsU) < H(XJ-» , where 77 is the absolute height, is now well defined. For x £ ac"\0 , this relation is the same as (1.6). When constructing the modified approximation polyhedron B in §4, it mattered how the spaces 5jy were constructed in terms of ac" , and therefore v really mattered. Now consider the same construction Be of the forms Lf (w £ Se , 1 ^ a'^ a(v)), and for points x. € £"\p_. Here the toadic completion of E in E is E itself, and therefore the nature of the absolute values w does not matter for BE or for Ae .
Suppose now that L\ , ... , L" are linearly independent forms with coefficients in ac . Let Xs(n + e) consist of x £ En with
Then X'k(n+e) ç X'E(n+e) ç Y, where F is a finite union of proper subspaces of E" , which does not depend on the absolute values «65. Conceivably, the number of components of X'E(n + e) might increase to infinity as E increases. But we will see that such a calamity cannot actually happen.
Let us return for a moment to the proof of Theorem 1. Write v ~ u if a(v) = a(u) and the tuples Lf, ... , Lva(v, and Lf, ... , L^u) are the same. In the characterization of A' in §5, the components ay occur only in blocks ^v af , where the sum is over v in a given equivalence class. Pick some representative Vo in each class. If there is a vertex g £ A' with ^2V S/ af = r, then there is also a vertex which is special in the sense that af = 0 when v is not the representative vq in its class. We are then reduced to points in a polyhedron of dimension ^2V a(vo) = ûo > say, where the sum is over representatives un of the classes. In analogy to (3.2), we get ^ (nt)2ao vertices, where / is the number of equivalence classes. Thus the number of components of X'(p) iŝ The following is easily seen. Suppose to each number field E we associate a closed set Ce ç (Qa)n with at most c components (so that it is the union of at most c subspaces of (Qa)" ), and having CE c CF when E c F. Then there is afield Fq such that Ce Ç. CFo for every field E. We obtain Here the constants in x may depend on everything except the CJ . The routine proof will not be carried out here. Again the proof will be omitted.
THE NECESSITY OF THE CONDITIONS IN THEOREM 3
We now begin with the proof of Theorem 3. From now on, for convenience, we will write ßf for ßf and B forB. Our aim here is to show that /? £ B necessarily satisfies (4.3), (4.4), (4.5). By the Subspace Theorem, applied to the linear forms /V('" in c variables, the left-hand side here is > Hk(X_)~c~£ except for a set of X_ £ kc which is not dense. Therefore, except for a set of x £ kc which is not dense, the lefthand side with £ = K(xf) is > Hk(XJ~c~e > Hk(XJ~cHk(x)~e, and therefore ß(x_) < c + 2e . We may conclude that ß_ £ B has (4.5). Proof. All we have to check is (4.5). When T = {0}, we have Q.V(T) = {1, ... , b(v)} for each v £ S*, and (4.6) with the sum over v £ S* holds with equality by (11.2). When T ^ {0}, we will see below that (11.3) aw{T) = 0.
Some reductions
Therefore the sum in (4.5) is the same whether extended over v £ S or £ S*, so that ¿£P implies /?* 6 P*.
We yet have to establish (11. 
v€Sj€<&<>(T) veS
The restrictions to T of the forms MJ with given v and j £ <&V(T) are A = dim T linearly independent forms. By the Subspace Theorem, points x_ £ T with (12.7) cannot be dense in T.
Let Z be the set of points ^eOJ with (12.1), (12.5) for arbitrary Q. We have seen that Z n T is not dense in T. Therefore by Lemma 2, T cannot be a component of Z . Therefore the only possible components of Z are of dimension 1. When dim T = t = 1, we still get (12.7). When dim T -1, then <P"(T) indexes precisely the forms A7" which do not vanish on T. Therefore when x_ £ T\g, the left-hand side of ( 12.7) is ^ 0, so that (12.7) cannot happen when Q > Q0(s).
From (12.4) and Lemma 12, mn¿ < Qnd£-£. Since e > 0 was arbitrary we have mnd < Qe when Q > Qx(e). There are nd linearly independent points V_{-i) (i = I, ■■■ , nd) in An (mnd&) ■ Among x_x, ... , x_"d there must be aa linearly independent points; say x_x, ... , Xj, are such points. Each of these points lies in Ok and satisfies (a) The subset of points for which one of these ns inequalities holds with an extra factor Q-2dnse on the right-hand side is not dense in kn .
(b) The subset of points with Hk(x) < Qx~3d ns e is not dense.
Proof, (a) From (12.8), equality in (4.6), and (12.3), n 1(pvj(x))d» < Qdnu \\ \x}~ndv ^ QdnseHk(xJ-n.
v£Sj=X ves
If we had an extra factor Q-2dnsE t this would be Let Tx, ... ,Tt be proper subspaces of ac" containing the exceptional points x described in Lemma 13.
The proof of Theorem 3 is now completed as follows. For Q > Q2(e) pick linearly independent points x_x, ... , xn in Dk satisfying (12.8) with e/3 in place of e . Consider points X. = IAiX.1 H-h UnXjx with M¡ 6 Z, 1 ^ U, < Qe^3 (/ = 1 , . .. , Aï).
When Q is sufficiently large, most of these points will be outside Tx, ... , Tt, and outside any other given finite collection of proper subspaces. When ß is large, they will satisfy the right hand inequalities in Q-(ßJ/dv)+(X/d)-2dnse < \MJ(x)\v < Q~{ß> /d")+(^/d)+e (v e S, 1 ^ j ^ AZ).
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Since they lie outside Tx, ... ,Tt, they will also satisfy the left-hand inequalities, and they will have (12.10) qI-MW. < Hk(£ < Q1+Me;
here we used also (12.9). Further \x\v »< max(\Mf( Since e > 0 was arbitrary, and since points x_ with this property do not lie in any given finite collection of proper subspaces, /? is in fact an approximation point. As for the constancy principle, given H and small e > 0, pick ß with QX-3d2nsh = H. then (12.10) yields H < Hk(x) < Hl+™.
